
Springreiter wollen die "progressive list"...

Geschrieben von: Internationaler Club der Springreiter
Samstag, 12. Dezember 2009 um 11:53

  

Ludger Beerbaum, Leitwolf der Springreiter...

  

(Foto: Uta Ludwig)

  

Wassenberg. Der Internationale Club der Springreiter wandte sich in einem “Offenen
Brief” an Präsidentin Prinzessin Haya, sandte aber auch eine Kopie des Schreibens an
alle nationalen Föderationen. Deutsche Fassung folgt in Kürze. Die Reiter wollen anderes
als die Verbände - und erläutern das auch.

      

  

Das Original:

  

  

8 december 2009 10:53
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An: AHO NF; ALB NF; ALG NF; AND NF; ANT NF; ARG NF; ARM NF; AUS NF; AUT NF; AZE
NF; BAR NF; BEL NF; BER NF; BLR NF; BOL NF; BOT NF; BRA NF; BRN NF; BRU NF; BUL
NF; CAM NF; CAN NF_1; CAN_NF_2; CAY NF; CAY NF2; CHI NF; CHN NF; COD NF; COL
NF; CRC NF; CRO NF; CUB NF; CYP NF; CZE NF; DEN NF; DOM NF; ECU NF; EGY NF;
ESA NF; ESP NF; EST NF; ETH NF; FIN NF; FRA NF; GBR NF; GEO NF; GER NF; GRE NF;
GRN NF; GUA NF; HAI NF; HAI NF2; HKG NF; HON NF; HUN NF; INA NF; IND NF; IRI NF;
IRL NF; IRQ NF; ISL NF; ISR NF; ISV NF; ITA NF; JAM NF; JAM NF2; JOR NF; JPN NF; KAZ
NF; KEN NF; KGZ NF; KOR NF; KSA NF; KUW NF; LAT NF; LES NF; LIB NF; LIE NF; LTU
NF; LUX NF; MAD NF; MAR NF; MAS NF; MAW NF; MDA NF; MEX NF; MGL NF; MKD NF;
MLT NF; MON NF; MRI NF; NAM NF; NCA NF; NED NF; NOR NF; NZL NF; OMA NF; PAK NF;
PAN NF; PAR NF; PER NF; PHI NF; PLE NF; POL NF; POR NF; PUR NF1; PUR NF2; QAT
NF; ROU NF; RSA NF; RUS NF; SEN NF; SIN NF; SLO NF; SMR NF; SRB NF; SRI NF; SUD
NF; SUI NF; SUR NF; SVK NF; SWE NF; SWZ NF; SWZ NF2; SYR NF; SYR NF2; THA NF;
TKM NF; TPE NF; TRI NF; TUN NF; TUR NF; UAE NF; UKR NF; URU NF; URU_NF_2; USA
NF; UZB NF; VEN NF; YEM NF; ZAM NF; ZIM NF

  

Open letter to the FEI President - VIA FEI NF LIAISON OFFICE

  

  

  

Dear Member Federations,

  

  

Please find below for your information, on behalf of the FEI President, an open letter addressed
to the FEI President from the athletes’ community:
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Dear President,

  

  

We the International Jumping Riders Club are the athletes who form the sport that your
International Federation is the governing body of. We represent the athletes of the well know 
discipline in your family, and we are a group that has a membership across the globe, which
has been in existence since the year 1977.

  

We have been by-standers so far, but we realize that there is a big difference of opinion inside
the equestrian world, particularly between FEI and same National Federations and between
National Federations, over the issue of the use of Non- Steroidal Anti-inflammatorily in horses
sports as permitted medication.

  

  

We hereby would like to ask you to send this open letter to all your member National
Federations, so that they may know, once and for-all, the position of the athlete's of the sport
which they govern. 

  

We would ask that you do so, before they reply to your letter requesting a postponement of the
Progressive List to 2010 GA. Should you be willing to do this, we would hope many of them will
consider our position in their deliberations.
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We would like to express clearly our opinion:

  

  

1. First of all, the riders want to ensure the welfare of their horses. Without this condition we
could not even talk about riding of any kind and any level. 

  

2.       The rider must be enabled to think only about the health of his horse without fear of
violating some anti-doping rule in some other countries and therefore feel and be treated as
criminal.

  

3.       We are strongly and firmly against any kind of doping, as it is understood in the
WADA code.

  

4.       We do deem necessary a regulation more appropriate to the times.

  

5.       So we do think it is time to consider to allow certain molecules (i.e. Non-Steroid that
are allowed by the WADA)

  

6.       We do believe it is responsibility of the FEI and of the National Federations, in
partnership with specialists and athletes to find the law and the regulation that embrace the
change in compliance with the WADA  and the national laws to determine the dosages that
ensure the care and the health of the horses, excluding any form of doping.

  

7.       We are not willing to wait years before we have a clear rule that is shared and equal
for all.
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The current situation it is far too uncomfortable for the riders because of the chaos generated by
the existing veterinary regulations that differ not only between EU and United States, but also
within Europe, for example between Netherlands, Switzerland and Germany it is unacceptable
(i.e. there are products allowed in the Netherlands  and not in Germany or allowed in Germany
and not in Switzerland). This put the riders in intolerable working conditions and high risk of
unwillingly into violations of anti-doping that differ from country to country.

  

  

We do not feel that the General Assembly should be permitted to reverse a decision after it is
taken, or to delay it beyond reasonable timeframe. We agree to the fact that the FEI Bureau has
requested delay of implementation until April, and we will do everything to work alongside you in
order to help you achieve the necessary examination of the substance levels that are included
in the list. We the International Riders feel that we are willing to accept and aid the List Group of
the FEI to amend the list to include lower levels in the case of some substances specified, in
order to protect horses who compete in countries with less of a depth of veterinary knowledge
and care, and in order for your delegates to feel comfortable that they have made a
conservative judgment. According to the Statutes that the FEI passed in regards to Clean Sport,
we recognize that an annual amendment to the list is possible, and therefore we agree to this
policy direction and understand that annually it can be refined. 

  

  

Madam President, we request respectfully, that you maintain this progressive list, and that you
protect us, your riders from the damage that is being done to us publicly in the International
Media from a situation that we did not contribute to create.

  

  

We hope it will be possible to held a meeting in January that includes small representatives of
FEI, National Federations, athletes and specialists, with the task of finding a common position
by April an these issues and especially the timing and manner of entry into force of the new
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legislation.

  

Postpone any decision for a further year would not be useful to our sport and would still leave
riders, owner, organizers in a situation of uncertainty, and giving a negative image of our sport
to athletes, fans and media. 

  

  

On behalf of the IJRC

  

  

Respectfully Yours

  

  

Rodrigo Pessoa, IJRC President

  

  

Ludger Beerbaum, Vice President
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Dr. Eleonora Ottaviani Moroni, Secretary General

  

  

Francois Mathy jr, Advisor
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